Internally coupled ears: mathematical structures and mechanisms underlying ICE.
In internally coupled ears (ICE), the displacement of one eardrum creates pressure waves that propagate through air-filled passages in the skull, causing a displacement of the opposing eardrum and vice versa. In this review, a thorough mathematical analysis of the membranes, passages, and propagating pressure waves reveals how internally coupled ears generate unique amplitude and temporal cues for sound localization. The magnitudes of both of these cues are directionally dependent. On the basis of the geometry of the interaural cavity and the elastic properties of the two eardrums confining it at both ends, the present paper reviews the mathematical theory underlying hearing through ICE and derives analytical expressions for eardrum vibrations as well as the pressures inside the internal passages, which ultimately lead to the emergence of highly directional hearing cues. The derived expressions enable one to explicitly see the influence of different parts of the system, e.g., the interaural cavity and the eardrum, on the internal coupling, and the frequency dependence of the coupling. The tympanic fundamental frequency segregates a low-frequency regime with constant time-difference magnification (time dilation factor) from a high-frequency domain with considerable amplitude magnification. By exploiting the physical properties of the coupling, we describe a concrete method to numerically estimate the eardrum's fundamental frequency and damping solely through measurements taken from a live animal.